
Romance in the Digital Age  

The age of the internet is no longer new or in its infancy, depending who you 
read it is either forty years old if accessed through the military or select 
universities or twenty one, where 1991 is cited as being a key date for the 
beginnings of the World Wide Web. A generation has grown up with it from 
dial up modems to wireless broadband. Most Australians living in metro areas 
now expect to access the Internet for free in public spaces. It is an intrinsic 
part of our daily lives. We use it for our basic communications, recipes, 
shopping and entertainment. We connect to it for our leisure as well as 
information. We fight others around the world in massive online gaming 
portals such as World of War Craft or socialise through a plethora of dating 
sites and chat rooms. Every degree of exposure or exhibitionism is catered 
for. Our children move through an array of social network portals from Café 
Penguin to Facebook, where children no longer have to socialise beyond the 
web. For adults or any conceivable fetish or fantasy is immediately accessible 
in any culture desired. 
 
Carla Adams’ awareness of the Internet as both vehicle, receptacle of desire 
and wish fulfilment comes from experience. Her referencing of sites such 
as Chat Roulette or Omegle offer viewers glimpses into realms many fear to 
venture. The video work ‘Contemporary Courtship’ serves as a challenge, in 
terms of content and message. From the opening frames, where a retro 
windows operating system’s default wallpaper heralds its loading of content, 
we are reminded of the internet’s history as well as its current capability to 
connect random visitors to each other, as an online two way mirror reflecting 
that which we secretly need to express beyond the confines of our 
geographical existence. The work consciously celebrates its past aesthetics 
(sound and vision). Images of random strangers are matted against low 
resolution backgrounds, emphasising the history of such experience while 
celebrating contemporary technologies in terms of variety and speed of 
connectivity in being able to instantly convey, request or comment upon 
another human’s image or potential linkage with one’s own need for ‘an other’. 
This online reportage evidences many young or underage ‘visitors’ exploring 
these networks, where at any one moment they are available and able to link 
to more people than they would ordinarily meet in a lifetime. Those ‘visitors’ 
Adams selects to privilege or emphasise could be a neighbour, their sons or 
someone from across the world. The phenomena of artists ‘harvesting’ 
material from the internet as a source for their work is recent. As the internet 
has expanded it has generated a wealth and range of material in the public 
domain. Adams’ work is her own, generated from her online presence and 
interactivity with others, similar to early photographers who travelled to the 
beaches of England and France photographing ‘anonymous’ gatherings of 
humans, as beaches were a natural gathering place and summer light bright 
enough for early ‘social documentary’ photographers to be able to achieve 
acceptable exposures for printing. 



The Internet’s primary role of global connectivity encompasses every realm of 
human existence, desire and need. From that realm we are seduced by the 
sound of ‘Girl from Ipanema’, a girl we notice yet who seemingly ignores those 
who spy upon her each day, as we are exposed to the overt yet embellished 
environments of those ‘random visitors’ we coincide with. We see they are like 
ourselves, vulnerable, timid, apprehensive, coy or putting on a show as they 
to ‘sample’ a global game of chance invariably seeking their ideal soul mate or 
someone to share some moment of excitement in the relative safety of 
cyberspace. The work confronts us challenging the viewer to see who they 
may encounter, what their experience or potential ‘strangers’ may be like! It 
also serves as a way of reinforcing the voyeuristic aspects of online dating 
where the viewer is placed in the passive role of a ‘What the Butler Saw’ peep 
show, albeit a highly edited and self censored glimpse. 
 
Adams has created a dysfunctional peep show where the viewer is 
uncomfortably placed in the familiar role of being in front of a desk-top 
computer, the arena for our every days and for many their nights of escapism. 
It is fitting that this work emanates from Perth, Western Australia. For many 
years known as the most remote city in the world. Adams has critiqued the 
notion of remoteness and isolation through the Internet, where we are all 
cyber tourists in life. Our lives are no longer bound to our everyday routines. 
Our ‘other’ lives more rich and potentially expressive than anything we could 
have imagined or attained in the real world. Our ‘avatars’ are only beginnings 
in this new age of global connectivity. 
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